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fu] retarding force ; the brake was applied to the leading and trailing 
wheels of a large tank engine having all the wheels coupled, and the 
pressure was produced by a steam cylinder communicating direct with 
the boiler. The action of the brake was very efficient, but he believed 
the principal objection to it was found to be the great shock caused 
by its sudden application, which often deranged the levers of the ap- 
paratus, and occasioned an objectionabl e concussion to the train. 
h~Ir. Allen said ttm t, with the plan of the throttle-valve in the ex- 
haust-pipe, this objection was removed, as the pressure came on gradual- 
ly by the gradual compression of the exhaust steam ; and no objection- 
able shock was perceived beyond what was of course unavoidable in 
stopping a quick-moving train within a short distance : a train at a 
speed of 40 miles per hour was stopped in 150 yards upon a level, by 
means of the steam brake and tender brake, without any objectionable 
shock being produced. 
For the Journal of the Franklin Institute. 
Repairs and Renewal of the Roche-Bernard Suspension Bridqe. 
From a description given by M. Noyo.x, Engineer. Translated by 
J. BE~Z~r.T~. 
:PART SECOND. 
(Continued from page 156.) 
Correction of Camber of lPla~orm.--The platform, in obedience to 
all the movements of the primitive suspension bundles, must consequent- 
ly rise in its middle 0"55 ft., and its camber, which at the mean tem- 
perature of 20 ~ Centigrade (68 ° Fah.) stood at 4"26 ft., would attain 
4.92 ft. at - -5 ° (23 ° Fah.), and would occasionally be at 4"92 q- 0"55 
5"47 ft. Now, as the platform had too marked a rise in its primi- 
tive position, it seemed necessary to diminish the sagitta, so as to cor- 
rect the effect of. establishing the additional cable, as well as to remedy 
the inconvenience of the proximity of the cables and platform, with 
the chances of the yokes of the central part rubbing against he string- 
ers of side-walks. It was accordingly reduced 0"88 ft.; so that the 
camber was never to exceed 4.59 ft. 
To accomplish this, the suspension rods had all to be removed and 
their lengths changed. Some were shortened, others simply removed 
some rows towards the centre, and those lengthened which were to be 
hooked upon the new cables. 
Advantage was taken of this circumstance in correcting a fault of 
2"75 ins. of level which was found bet~'een the sides of the flooring. 
It would have been a long job by calculation, but a graphical method 
indicated in the Annales des Pouts et Chauss~es (2d series, tome xx, 
p. 509) was used~ whose correctness was fully confirmed in this new 
application. 
During the removal and restoration of the rods thus corrected, the 
beams were suspended upon the cables by four strong tackles, two at 
each end~ so that they could be raised and freed from the stirrups and 
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the rods removed. This operation was effected symmetrically on each 
side, and to avoid confusion on the removal of the rod, care was taken 
to substitute in the number of its order another number corresponding 
with a table, giving the changes to be definitely assigned them. 
l~eplacing the Rods.--The placing of the rods borne by the primi- 
tive cables was easily effectcd ; not so, however, with those suspended 
from additional cable ; for there was much difficulty in bringing the 
latter to its final position, not only from their great distance from the 
old cable, but from the successive derangements i  experienced in pro- 
portion as its extremities were loaded. Attempts were made to bring 
them together by powerful screws and rope lashings, but only a few 
of the rods near the porches could be placed by this means, and to se- 
cure a good position for the placing of the others, the platform had to 
be suspended to the supplementary cable; the rods were furnished 
with lengthening pieces, which were successively shortened and sup- 
pressed when the cables were sufficiently close. 
The difficulties were greater, since the lowering of the supplement- 
ary cable was only 1'47 ft. instead of 1"80 ft. as supposed; the dif- 
ference is due to not accounting for the friction of the supplementary 
cables upon the sheetings of the old cables; for it is evident that an 
isolated wire, such as was used, moves more freely than a layer com- 
posed of 1400 wires with a width of 31"50 ins. and a thickness of from 
1"4 to 2 ins. 
Though this result was not unexpected it seemed prudent not to de- 
part from the figures, which had been arrived at by two different means ; 
the error, if it was one, seemed to incur less inconvenience than might 
have followed from the increased sagitta. Too great a distance be- 
tween the cables wouhl have appeared badly, while it was feared that 
too great a lowering of the supplementary cable would have prevented 
its bearing all the ltmd reserved for it and cause much difficulty in pre- 
paring the rods. 
Actual Rise of the Platform.--The platform actually rose 0"46 ft. 
Consequently, the summit of the new cables must have descended 
under the load 1-80 - -  (0"46 -1- 0"33) = 1"01 ft. 
JEstablishment of the Gounter-cables. Their Position and J~orm.-- 
Each counter-cable described between the points of attachment, and 
in a plane inclined 77 a to the horizon, a curve, which, supposed to be 
plane, was nearly a parabola with a chord of 207"78 yards and a rise 
of 8"75 yards. It was composed of 600 No. 19 wires, forming a cylin- 
drical bundle 4"33 ins. diameter. 
Mooring Anchors.--Four wrought iron anehors 4"83 ins. square, 
being bent at right angles, embrace the masonry of the porches and 
are countersunk in the same, thus constituting the mooring system of 
the counter-cables. 
The branches perpendicular to the axis of the bridge enter 5'25 ft. 
the-piers of the arcades next the tower, and are connected two and two 
upon each bank by two strong bars of iron 2"75 ins. square with an 
eye at their ends, through which passes a dowel 2"36 ins. diameter, 
passing also through the anchors. The latter have a development 
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of 82"75 ft. and weigh each 2238 l~s. They were forged and puddled 
with great care at Rive-de-Gier, in the foundries of MM. Jackson, 
Petin, Gaudet & Co. 
tlods and Suspension ~Ytlrrups.--The counter-cables (Plate I I I ,  Fig. 
3) are suspended from suspension beams by round iron rods 1 inch 
diameter, with a hook at one end and an eye at the other, through 
which passes a reversed iron stirrup of the same dimensions whose 
branches and cross-piece are arranged so as to embrace exactly the 
end of the beam. 
In the middle of the bridge this mode is impracticable on account; 
of the small space between the bottom of the flooring and top of coun- 
ter-cable; the latter is therefore connected with the 21 central beams 
by a system of bridles shown in Plate I I I ,  Fig. 4. 
The branches of these bridles, as well as those of all the stirrups, 
have a worm 4"3 ins. long, by which the counter-cable can be raised 
or lowered. 
The stirrups, as well as the double bridles, abut against the inner 
faces of the outer stringers and are hid beneath sidewalks. 
.Fabrication of Counter-eables.--They were made on site of bridge, 
but in an inverse order from definitive position. 
Upon each head of bridge a standard wire, whose length was de- 
duced from'the rise and chord of the final curve, was stretched in the 
direction x • c (Plate I[I,  Fig. 1) between the mooring anchors, and 
served as an indicator for placing all the wires in the corresponding 
cable. 
A carrier, starting from the point q UlhOn right bank, unrols the 
wire, one of whose ends have been attached to the anchor o and passes 
from q to R, always having the roll at arms length'and outside of sus- 
pension rods. On coming near the left bank, at  R, he stops a moment 
to give the workmen upon the scaffolding vt uP'time to draw the un- 
rolled wire towards them, to hook it upon end of anchor a, and to 
return the end ; he then returns towards Q, while with the windlass ~' 
' the portion/~ K c of the wire is stretched so as to coincide with the 
regulating wire .~ ~ c ; it is held in this position by an iron vice. Per- 
forming the same operation, by means of the windlass T, upon the 
wire pa~sing from R to Q, a second element of the cable is obtained, 
and so on to the end ; only the different wires once in place serve as 
standards for all that are to come upon them. 
An agent placed upon the small foot-bridge z s suspended under the 
bridge and in the line of its transverse axis, watched for the coinci- 
dence of the wires among themselves or with the standard, and by 
signs from him those in charge of the winches T and T r were guided in 
increasing or diminishing the tensions of the wires. 
Each wire in its passage from one bank to the other was sustained 
by small bars projecting from the ends of the beams, and when its 
eDds were hung upon the two anchors, it was dropped in the position 
,~ K c (Plate I I I ,  Fig. 1). 
As the wires were put in place they were formed into bundles of 50 
strands; these bundles were successively united by temporary liga,. 
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tares. Without this precaution the wind would have impressed them 
with a continual motion, making it difficult to regulate the others. 
The transfer of the wires from one bank to the other was effected 
upon the bridge itself, thus compelling the holding of the rolls at arms 
length, and the unrolling to be made beyond the suspension rods. 
This was a troublesome condition and delayed the work ; otherwise 
there would have been required foot-bridges upon each side of the plat- 
form and outside of the railing, or workmen would have to be posted 
upon the summits of the porches and raise the wires by hand. 
These arrangements, besides being expensive, would be attended 
with risk, and it was thought best to take more time than to needless- 
]y expose the lives of the workmen. 
Cost of putting up the Counter-cables.--The two counter-cables were 
made in 22 days of effective work, with a force of 20 men : 6 cablers, 
1:2 workmen, an assistant, and aa agent specially charged with regu- 
lation of wires. 
At the rate of $ 9"20 per day, the total cost was 22 X 9"20 = $ 202"40 ; 
which is 16"8 cents per wire, or "54 cents per lb. This is but half the 
price generally given to master cablers for making and putting up by 
contract he common cables of suipension bridges. 
.Ligatures of the b~ounter-cables.--Before making the ligatures of 
the counter-cables, they are to be suspended fl'om the platform of the 
bridge. For that purpose they were seized at sixteen points by strong 
tackles attached to the old cables; then, having raised them to the 
proper height, they were held by twenty-one rods distributed along the 
~vhole span. 
In this position the counter-cables are sufficiently stiff to receive 
the small scaffolding (Plate III, Fig. 5)upon which are placed the 
workmen in charge of the ligatures. 
This scaffolding, formed of a large plank with two (i k) hooks in front 
and two cords upon the back, which secured it both upon the counter- 
cable and upon two of the bridge beams, was very solid and easily 
managed. 
The cablers employed upon the ligatures were also provided with a 
safety girdle, the cord u of which was attached~ on each station~ to the 
hand-railing I of the bridge. 
Oiling the Wires.--The workmen to whom this duty was intrusted 
traveled horse-back fashion from the summit o the ends of the cable~ 
upon a kind of saddle with stirrups which they themselves could slide. 
All were provided with a safety belt, whose cord was held by a work- 
man upon the bridge who accompanied them throughout. 
Mastic of Cables.--In a similar manner the mastic of the cables was 
laid on ; only this part of the work was deferred till the suspension 
rods had been definitely placed. 
.Effects of Change of Temperature on tire System of Cables.--As has 
been said, the counter-cables are designed to oppose the vertical mo- 
tions produced by the wind, and their efficacy is due solely to the 
solidity existing between them and the other cables. This solidity 
~eemed to present a serious inconvenience, resulting from the contra¢- 
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tions due to the lowering of temperature. So that before executing 
this part of the work prescribed for the consolidation of the bridge, 
it was proper to consider the amount of inconvenience and to study 
some mode of remedying it while adhering to the disposition ordered 
by the administration. 
Tile solution of this question depending upon the influence really 
exerted by changes of weather upon the wires united in bundles, for 
clearing up this matter numerous observations were made at different 
times, both upon the Saint Christopher bridge, near Lorient, and upon 
the Roche-Bernard. 
It is generally admitted that the amount of elongation or contrac- 
tion of an iron rod for 1 ° Centigrade is 0'0000122 ft. per foot, or for 
1 ° Fah., 0'00000677 ft. per foot ; but this is on the supposition thai; 
the action is of sufficient duration to be imparted to the different mole- 
cules of the metal. :Now this condition is not fulfilled in the cables 
of suspension bridges : first, because from the daily changes in tem- 
perature the effects are transitory, and even in those hours when the 
temperature is stationary the different elements of the cables are nog 
equally sensitive when grouped in bundles of fl'om 4 to 7 ins. diame- 
ter, separated from each other as they are by fat unguents, painting, 
mastic, &e., all poor conductors of heat. 
It was important o know the difference between the results of cal- 
culation and the data of observation. 
To obtain the actual expansion of the cables, the sagitta of the pa- 
rabolic bundles of the above named bridges were measured irectly a~; 
different emperatures, and from the excess of each above the smallest; 
was deduced the corresponding elongation of the cables by the follow- 
ing considerations. 
According to :Navier (~emoire sur ]es ponts suspendus, 2d edition, 
p. 139) the depression of the bridge flooring, resulting from a small 
increase ~. in the half length h of the the cables~ is given (the primitive 
sagitta being equal to f )  by the relation 
3h 
(1) ¢ = ~ ~,, 
which may be written under the form 
4 f  
(2)  = 
On the other hand, as the weight of the flooring holds the cables 
constantly stretched in all parts, whatever the temperature, the elong- 
ation produced by heat in the retaining bundles 1~ ~, N T (Plate I I I ,  
Fig. 6), must be nearly entirely added to that arising from the expan- 
sion of the suspension bundles. 
Consequently, if we place successively in the formula (2) instead 
of ¢ the increased lengths of the sagittaf, the values of ~, will approxi- 
mately represent he real expansions of the portion ~ M s of cables 
by their corresponding changes of temperature. 
In this way the numbers in the 6th column of the table B were cal- 
culated in making f--~ 48'42 ft. and h = 317'58 ft. for the Roche- 
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Bernard bridge, and f= 45"78 ft. and h----- 298"22 ft. for the Lorient. 
The figures of column 7 are deduced from the relation 
~,r = 0'0000122 T. t (metrical units)~ 
or ~.t = 0"00000677 r,t (units of feet), 
in which t represents the difference between the height of thermometer 
at the time of measurement of any sagitta and that indicated at'the 
smallest of them, and L the development of the portion ~ • s of eables~ 
~hieh was 574"14 ft. or 475"71 ft., according as the formula was ap- 
plied to the one or the other of the bridges. 
z~ comparison of columns 7 and 8 shows that the ratio between the 
real and calculated expansions i 0'58 for the Saint Christophe and 
0"78 for the Roche-Bernard bridge. Consequently, in dealing with 
analogous metallic bundles of suspension bridges, the co-efficient of 
expansion should be reduced 
0"00000677 X 0"78 = 0-00000528 (units of feet). 
The disagreement for some of the observations between the varia- 
tions of sagitt~e and those of thermometer, is due solely to the inequal- 
i ty of temperature in the cables and air. We have also, from a com- 
parison of the columns 3 and 5, for the mean expansion or contraction 
of the sagitta, for each degree of heat or cold, 
0"007 m. for Roche-Bernard, or 0"0127 ft. 1 ° Fah. 
and 0"005 m. for Saint Christophe, or 0"0091 ft. " 
This being the case, let us consider a common suspension cable M s 
(Plate I I I ,  Fig. 6) and a counter-cable A c z connected by rigid rods, 
and the latter to have been laid at a time when the temperature was 
t °. I f  the temperature increases, the bundle M s ~r will lengthen, and 
the middle of the flooring and the summit c of the counter-cable will 
fall a length equal to that which s has fallen. Moreover, the counter- 
cable also expanding will have less tension than at the time of its lay- 
ing, and the small catenaries which it describes between the suspension 
rods will take a greater sagitta; but this circumstance has but a se- 
condary interest and we need not dwell upon it. 
When, on the contrary, the temperature lowers, the two cables 
which, were they independent of each other, would contract and take 
the respective positions ~t s t ~r, A c t B, lengthen in virtue of their ex- 
tensibility, so that the distance of their summits remains nearly the 
same and the effects of contraction are thus compensated. From this 
arises a new tension, P, which is always relatively much greater for the 
counter-cable, whose section is generally less than that of suspension 
cable. To determine this tension, we will suppose that for an instant 
the latter is not counteracted in its movements, and that the counter- 
cable only yields, and elongates the necessary quantity for the summit 
of the cable M s ~r to be freely transported from s to s t. 
Designating by f  andf ' ,  ,~ and J ,  the respective sagitt~e and sec- 
tions of the cable and counter-cable ; by 2 l the development of the 
first, and by 2 1 t that of the second, and by h the half span, we have, 
for a falling of temperature of t °, a contraction of the suspension cable 
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expressed by 2 l a t (a being the real co-efficient'of expansion), to which 
corresponds (formula 1) a eontraetiou from the initial sagitta: 
3h ¢- -~. la t ;  
for the counter-cable, the contraction of the sagitta from this same fall- 
ing of temperature will be 
3h ¢ -~-~lltat. 
Consequently, if the counter-cable alone supports the tension P, its 
sagitta will have an increase qual to 
(¢ + f, / .  
And therefore its length will be increased (formula 2) by the quantity 
4 f  t 1 1 / )7 + z'). 
Now the force pt necessary to elongate an iron bar of the length 2 l r 
by the quantity 2 ~, is given by the relation 
(8) ---- 2 l t 
,/being the section of the bar expressed in square feet, and E the co- 
efficient of elasticity, which is supposed equal 22000 kilogrammes per 
square millimetre, or 4507552379 lbs. per square foot. 
Consequently, the effort experienced by the counter-cable has for 
its expression 
(4) ( =- 2at +z' f l r /  a t. 
This quantity pr is evidently a superior limit of the tension P; for 
by reason of the solidity existing z between the counter-cable and the 
suspension cable, the latter experiences this same tension, and its sum- 
mit, instead of rising to the point s ~, stops a little below at s '1, for 
example ; so that in reality the counter-cable is only elongated by the 
quantity 2 .y diminished by the increased length 2 ~,P which would be 
produced in the suspension cable by the application of the force P. 
In truth, this increase is not known, but its value may be nearly 
obtained when it is considered as differing but little from that which 
the force P~ found above would determine in the entire suspension cable; 
for then the extension of the wire due to this force being equal (for- 
mul~e 3 and 4) to 
we have (formula 1), for the corresponding increase in the sagitta of 
the curve, 
3 f l  ~f ( f l  l~ err 
* In original 21 ~¢; not correct. 
20* 
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Consequently, the increase in the sagitta of the counter-cable would 
be reduced to 
, c (¢ q_ ct) __ Ct, = ~ h a t q- \ 1 -JF g 
To this variation of sagitta answers an extension of the counter- 
cable inferior to 2 I, and equal (formula 2) to 
2¢ '=2at  --f-+l' j.,~ l + 9, l , i j .  
But this may be considered as produced by a force pii having for ex- 
pression 
FS't .r, zo, (1 f'q-I "Eatid +1 + f l ' /_ l  L i t '  ~.[7- , 
F(x +."',,,, (1 ,]. 
Now this quantity is an inferior limit of the tension sought, 1,, and, 
pV 4- pv# 
consequently, the mean, 2 , may be regarded as a near approach 
to the value of this tension. 
To apply these formulae to the Roche-Bernard bridge, we suppose 
f=48"55  f t . , f r=24"93  ft., I 574.14 ft., l t~313.31 ft., 
,~ = 0"41034 sq. ft., and J = 0"0586 sq. ft. 
Moreover, according to the results of observations upon the expansion 
of cables, we should give to the co-efficient a the value 0"00000528 
instead of 0"00000677, admitting 45 ° (Fah.)as the lowest range of 
the thermometer below that of the day when the standard wire was 
set, for the making of counter-cable we have 
pr = 121768 lbs., and P" = 105447 lbs., 
P# 4- t~ #t 
whence P -- - -  = 113607 lbs. 
2 
The absolute force P represents an increase of tension of ]921 Ibs. 
per sq. in. for suspension cable, and 13460 lbs. for the lower eable. 
:From this it appears there is no need of being concerned for the 
action of the counter-cable upon the system of suspension properly 
called, while it is important to reduce as much as possible the inverse 
effect, so that no cause may intervene at a given "moment to diminish 
the force of the counter-cable against violent shocks transmitted by 
the platform when agitated by the wind. 
Means of preventing the effect of changes of Temperature upon the 
counter-cable.--The most simple method of obviating this inconve- 
nience would evidently be to increase the normal ength of counter-cable 
by a small quantity, p, such that, even in the lowest temperatures, it 
may contract without difficulty, permitting the suspension cable to 
move as if it were free. 
This small increase in length distributed uniformly over the curve 
would not impair the rigidity, and will suffice to compensate he occa- 
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sional contractions from the lowering of temperature. Thus the coun- 
ter-cable, instead of taking the position .~ c t B, will be drawn from 
A c B to A c" ~ by the suspension cable, even when the latter has at- 
tained its extreme position .~ s" ~ ; and all the points of one will rise 
an equal quantity with the corresponding points of the other. 
In fact, the summit c, in its removal to c',  allows the summit s to 
be displaced an equal quantity s s/r ~ c c/r ~ ~ in the same direction ; 
and as the tensions developed uring these movements in the two para- 
bolas ~ sN and A c B are distributed nearly uniformly upon the horizon- 
tal u v ~-- 2 h, the curves M s ~t ~ and A c t~ ~ may be regarded also us 
parabolas. 
But the equations of the lines ~ s N and ~I s ~t ~ referred to the co- 
ordinates o x and o Y, and in regard to the previously adopted nota- 
tions being respectively 
f x~ y=~ +os  
f - -¢  and y- -  h2 x ~+,os .  
The difference b b I = d of their corresponding ordinates a b and a / /  
is found equal to 
d - -  f - - *x '  + ~- -  fx '=¢ (1 - -  Z 2 
This expression, in which the constants ¢ and h only enter, shows that 
for the two other parabolm A c B and A c ~ ~, whose summits are the 
same distance, ~, apart, the difference of the ordinates will be deduced 
from a similar formula. 
.Definitive Sagitta of Counter-eables.--It was natural to adopt the 
means just indicated; and as the counter-cables were made at their 
site by means of a standard wire which was established at a tempera- 
ture of 20 ° (68 ° Fah.) ; and as in this locality the cold was never be- 
low 23 ° Fah., the normal length 1 of the wire was increased by a quan- 
tity p equal to the sum of the contractions p~ and pt~, which would be 
experienced by suspension cables for a lowering of 45 ° Fah. of tempe- 
rature. 
:Now the value of pr is given by the table ~ (26 observation) and is 
equal to 2 X 0"124 ft. = 0"248 ft., 
that of 9~l is deduced from the relation: 
e '~ ---- l a t = 626"62 × "00000518 X 45 = 1"48 ft., 
and therefore P ~__ pi + pit : 0"396 ft. 
:From the increased length, p, assigned to the standard wire was de- 
duced the sagitta to be given it, that of the counter-cable having been 
fixed at 24"93 ft. for a temperature 68 ° Fah. 
The general formula (1), in which we supposed 
h ~ 623"35 _ 311"67 ft. and ~ P = 0"198 ft., 
gives the increase of sagitta % corresponding to the excess of length 
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p to be given the regulating wire, and so its definitive sagltta was equal 
to 24"93 + 1"83 ~ 26"76 ft. 
Effect produced by change of length of Counter-cables.--It was 
thought that the small excess in length given to the counter-cable, 
would not sensibly change the figure of equilibrium, and that distri- 
buted over a development of 6.o6 ft. it would not diminish the rigidity 
of the system. But this was not the case ; the cable, when projected 
upon a vertical plane passing through longitudinal axis of bridge, fol- 
lowed a regular and continuous curve, but seen aside, the curve was 
changed, and each of the semi-arcs .~ c and c B assumed an inflected 
form, like a flat and elongated S. 
This disagreeable ffect w,~s due to the marked double curvature 
necessarily taken from their inclination to the horizon and the excess 
of length it had been thought proper to give it. So serious an imper- 
fection was not admissible, and care was taken to correct it. 
For this purpose the primitive form of the cable was changed and 
the haunches were raised towards the platform, not only to absorb 
the excess of length, but to compensate by a small exaggeration of the 
curve of the central part of each semi-are the appearances produced 
in an inverse direction, which otherwise wouhl not have disappeared, 
since the double curvature is inevitable whatever may be the tension. 
This change was effected by trials and by the simple displacement 
o f  the counter-cable rods, which were moved back 1, 2, or 3 rows to- 
wards the mooring points of the latter. 
In these conditions the counter-cable, it is true, must more sensibly 
feel the effects of a lowering of temperature ; but the strain arising 
from the momentary contraction in its length and that of the suspen- 
sion cables will never exceed 21 lbs.; and as it will then be found very 
rigid, arid so more effectively opposed to the vertical motions of the 
platform, there is no fear that this strain will be much increased by 
the present slight oscillations of the suspended system. 
Conclusions.--The three prescribed operations of the administration 
have yielded the most satisfactory results. 
The new galleries are effectually guarded against moisture and fil- 
tering water; they are well ventilated, easy of access, of suitable di- 
mensions, and the mooring bundles are so arranged as to be easily 
maintained in all parts. 
The establishment of the counter-cable has produced a remarkable 
stability in the system. 
The vertical oscillations, whose amplitudes attained from 12 to 23~ 
ins. in high winds and 39 ins. in gales, are to-day insignificant. The 
greatest observed since the laying of the cable were below ~-in. 
The diligence drawn by three horses at a gallop produces a scarcely 
appreciable ffect ; it is the same with ten mounted horses at a smart 
trot, or the march of thirty men. 
The horizontal swinging of the platform is completely checked, and 
the permanent convexity of about 10 ins.~ which it formerly presented 
on the up-stream side, has wholly disappeared. 
The presence of the supplementary and counter-cables have in no- 
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wise impaired the lightness, elegance, and harmony of the general 
construction. 
A few observations are selected from the thirty referred to by the 
author, and given in the following table ]3, showing the changes in length 
of sagittm of cables by the variations of temperature for Roche-Ber- 
nard bridge. 
L 
o 
1 
3 
5 
10 
12 
14 
17 
18 
21 
23 
25 
28 
Totals 
Dates of  obser- 
vat ions.  
Dec. 27, 1856, 
" 31, " 
Jan .  13, 1857, 
" 29, " 
Feb. 6, " 
" 18, " 
Mar.  7, " 
" 11, " 
May 4, " 
" 16, " 
J u ly  14, " 
Aug.  ] 2, " 
Temperature  
in degrees. 
i 
Sagitt~e 
Cent .  Fah .  observed. 
O O m° 
~-3 t- 2 36 14"81 
0 82 14"795 
-4- 6 43 14"820 
- -  4 25 14"800 
5 23 14"760 
4 89 14"825 
1 30 14'805 
.4- 6 43 14.820 
-~.14 57 14"965 
.[ -20 68 14.97 
-{--31 88 14-980 
-~t- 43 109 15 04 
468 a 
Real  
variat ion 
of sagittm 
i bm°  
0'050 
0"030 
0"060 
0 '040 
0 '000 
0 '065 
0"045 
0.060 
0"205 
0 '210 
0'220 
0'280 
3"405* 
Var iat ions in hal f  
length of cables 
deduced 
deduced from 
from changes 
those of  of tempe- 
sagitta~, rature.  
miD.  ITI ID° 
0"010 0"013 
0'006 0'009 
0"012 0"021 
0 '008 0"002 
0"000 0'0O0 
0013 0 '0 |7  
0"009 0 008 
0'012 0"021 
0'042 0'036 
0"042 0'047 
0"045 0'068 
0 '057 0"091 
0"689" 0"885, [  
.2 
O 
a This number epresents he sum of variations referred to the point of departure - - 5 °. 
b Tbe variations in length start from the lowest observed sa&dtta 14"76 m.; and those of temperature are 
referred to - -  ,5 ° of thermometer. 
* These are sums averages of the 30 observations. 
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Observation8 on the Niagara l~ailway Suspension-Bridge. By P. W. 
BA~L0W, C. E., F. R. S., &e. 
From the London Builder, No. 927. 
ne of the most remarkable results from Mr. Barlow's personal and 
careful examination of the :Niagara Railway Suspension-bridge is, that 
the favorable conclusions to which that examination has led, induced 
him to suggest he formation of two cross lines of suspension railway 
over the central districts of London, one commencing at the Elephant 
and Castle, and terminating near the Shoreditch station of the East- 
ern Counties Railway; and the other commencing at the junction of 
0xford-street and Tottenham-court-road, nd terminating at White- 
chapel. Street-railways, he suggests, might converge from the out- 
skirts to these lines. The cost of a wire suspension-girder viaduct, 
with a span of 1000 feet, v~ould not, he estimates, exceed, for a double 
line of street omnibus traffic, ~150,000 per mile. The only l~nd re- 
